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Arup is a global firm of designers, engineers, planners and theatre consultants providing 
a range of professional services to clients around the world. Our approach can be 
encapsulated in one statement: we shape a better world. This sums up our team-
working, creativity, sustainable principles and global nature as well as recognising the 
significant role that we, along with our clients and collaborators, play in forming new 
environments. 

Arup has three main global business areas – buildings, infrastructure and consulting. 
Arup has considerable experience with the completion of hundreds of performing arts 
buildings around the world, specialising in opera houses, concert and recital halls. Arup 
is the only truly global full service acoustics and theatre consulting firm with cutting 
edge technical capabilities. Their experience with performance arts buildings is also 
combined with expertise in riverside developments and marinas – having particular 
relevance for the Gold Coast site.

Arup have assigned those team members with the most extensive expertise in theatres, 
maritime and landscape projects. Team members may include; Arup Principal, Andrew 
Nicol, with notable experience as lead theatre consultant for the redesign of the Sydney 
Opera House refurbishment. Craig Gibbons, with over 28 years senior engineering 
experience as lead design for major projects across the UK, Asia, Middle East and 
Australia. 

 

Baber Studio is a recently established architecture and design practice assimilating 
previous notable experience. Energetic and optimistic, their approach to design bridges 
experimentation with functionality.  Their designs activate public and commercial spaces. 
Their experience ranges from master planning, commercial, institutional and public art 
project management. 

Kim Baber is a registered architect, and co-founder of Baber Studio. He was previously 
project leader at Donovan Hill architects delivering large scale projects such as the 
Brisbane City Council Built Form review, a comprehensive master planning project for 
Brisbane CBD. He was lead project architect for commercial office tower buildings in 
Brisbane City, and the landmark commercial and hotel precinct for Brisbane Airport 
Corporation’s Property Master Plan. Kim has also practised in Barcelona, Spain with 
the highly regarded firm EMBT, and holds a masters postgraduate degree in Research 
by Design. 

As co-principal of Baber Studio, Monique Baber is a qualified designer who was previously 
responsible for Queensland State Government procurement of public artworks, as 
senior project manager. Her expertise focuses on interdisciplinary projects that fuse 
design, architecture and site specific artworks. Her experience includes procurement 
of major state public artworks, management of temporary artworks for council festivals, 
design and overseeing artwork production. 

Julian Raxworthy is a Registered Landscape Architect. Julian’s experience is 
extensive, as co-founder and principal landscape architect of Aspect Studio, to 
senior lecturer positions held both nationally and internationally. His current PhD 
with the University of Queensland, concerns ‘change’ in landscape architecture.

He was a Senior Lecturer at RMIT until 2004, and at the QUT until 2011, teaching 
design and history & theory. He worked as Design Manager for Aspect Melbourne 
and was a co-founder of Aspect Studios in Sydney. He was also Principal Landscape 
Architect with Donovan Hill Architects. 

A co-founder of Kerb, the landscape architecture journal from RMIT (now in its 
20th edition), he writes regularly in the Australian architectural and design media 
about contemporary landscape projects, and internationally in Topos, Paisea, JoLA 
and SCAPE. Recent international engagements include being a keynote speaker 
at the IVEuropean Biennial of Landscape Architecture in Barcelona, LOCUS ISTE 
in Denmark and EASY GOING, at the Academie van Bouwkunst,Amsterdam. He 
convened the Myles H. Thaler symposium on Australian landscape architecture at 
the University of Virginia, where he was a Visiting Professor in 2012.

ARUP

Baber, Raxworthy and Arup offer a unique, local cross-disciplinary team which combines 
emerging with established practitioners. Their presence is local and international. 

Established on the east coast of Queensland, Baber Studio are part of a new wave of 
architects. They offer a fresh design approach, encompassing functional possibilities 
with a refined sensitivity. Raxworthy imparts conceptual landscape strategies, instilled 
with the rigour and understanding specific to the Australian context. Arup offer one 
of the largest and most respected names in built environment services. Arup has 
been instrumental in many of the world’s most highly regarded projects. As a team 
composition, they offer excellent local knowledge with renowned international expertise 
representation.

Original and recent refurbishment of Sydney Opera House Kurilpa Child Care Centre ART+ARCH infinite exhibition
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www.arup.com

Gustafson-Porter won the competition for the design of the 
memorial to the Princess of Wales with a concept of an oval 
water feature. The memorial would use the topography of the 

directions.

Arup played a key role in the development of an appropriate 
water strategy and the design of the fountain hydraulics. For 
the fountain water strategy, we created a system that was 

for the Serpentine Lake and the park as a whole. We advised on 

architect’s desired effects. 

Diana Princess of Wales Memorial, Hyde Park, London

Client
Royal Parks

Key collaborators
Gustafson Porter

Key facts
A borehole was drilled into the 
chalk aquifer 130m below the site 
to act as the source of the fountain 
water

undertook 2-D graphical models 

and designed the quarter scale and 
full scale physical modelling at 
Imperial College

Selected awards
Stone Federation Great Britain 
Natural Stone Awards, Design and 
Technology Innovation in Stone 
Award 2006
Chicago Athenaeum Museum 
of Architecture & Designs, 
International Architecture Awards 
Best New Global Design 2007

Chemical treatment is avoided by using a system that 
discharges some of the fountain water into the Serpentine, 
thereby improving the quality of water in the lake.
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‘Diana Princess of Wales Memorial’, Hyde Park, London*

‘Venus Rising’, Brisbane^

‘Venus Rising’, Brisbane^

www.arup.com

Similar to other iconic Queensland and international sporting 
venues, the stadium has a lightweight tension membrane roof. 

experience gained from the design of other iconic fabric 
canopies. This experience, combined with our ability to interact 
and collaborate with wind engineers and the architect, rapidly 
improved the reliability of initial design concepts for the fabric 
shapes and early steel structure estimates. 

Using 3D software, we carefully analysed the membrane roof 
structure, ultimately designing a robust structure to avoid 
catastrophic failure as a result of any individual element failing.
Laminated glass Photovoltaic cells were incorporated into the 
roof to utilise the overall size of the stadium and to capitalise on 
the stadium’s roof as an energy source. We also undertook highly 

Metricon Stadium (Gold Coast Stadium Redevelopment) 
Carrara, Qld, Australia

Client
Queensland Department of Public 
Works (Project Services)

Key collaborators
Populous 
WatPac
AFL Queensland
Gold Coast City Council

Key facts
Completed in 2011 (within 18 
months of commencement on site)
Lightweight fabric roof designed 
using internal expertise and wind 
tunnel testing
World-class, quick-dry playing 
surface 
Solar panelling will generate about 
275,000 kWh of electricity a year (it 
is the largest installed Solar Power 
Plant in the Southern Hemisphere)

Key services provided
Civil, facade and structural 
engineering

Working to a tight program with multiple consultants, Arup’s 
core team of experienced stadium designers helped deliver a 
fast-tracked delivery of this $144m boutique stadium
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ARUP |  INTEGRATED DESIGN & PLANNING

Arup is one of three “Tier 1” designers 

master plan, obtaining planning 
permission, and designing the 

infrastructure for the London 2012 
Olympic Park. The firm has been 
commissioned to carry out a wide 
range of services including planning, 
transportation, highways, bridges, 
drainage, landscape architecture, 
utilities, lighting, security, telecoms 
and systems integration.

Within the South Park of the Olympic 
Park – Arup Landscape Architects 
led a landscape engineering team 
to coordinate, design and deliver 
the South Parklands and Public 
Realm. The Landscape engineering 
expertise enabled the transformation 
of one square mile of derelict land 
into the setting for the games and 
a community facility for the future. 
Working with a multi disciplinary 
design and engineering team, both 
internal and external to Arup, the 
firm’s landscape architects and 
engineers developed detailed design 
and specifications. Arup also saw the 
design through planning, consultation 
and prepared construction and tender 
documentation for the client.

London 2012 Olympic Park: 
South Park Parklands & Public Realm
London, UK

Client: Olympic Delivery Authority 
Arup scope: Urban Design, Master Planning, Landscape Architecture, Infrastructure, 
Engineering, Highways, Hydrology, Planning, Project Management, Security, 
Sustainability, Transport, Infrastructure and Community Engagement

The parklands and public realm 
interface with all other aspects of the 
Olympic project including Venues, 
Stadium island, bridges, highways, 
utilities, services and the requirements 
of the London Organising Committee 

Because of this, the coordination 
of the Parklands and Public Realm 

design was a complex process 
involving discussion and agreement 
with many work streams, stakeholders 
and authorities to ensure project 
success. The works also required a 
full appreciation and integration of 
the overarching ODA Priority theme 
requirements. These include: Design 
and accessibility, Employment and Skills, 
Equality and Inclusion, Health, Safety 
and security, Legacy and Sustainability.

‘AM60’, Brisbane #

‘Carrara Stadium’, Gold Coast * ^

‘London Olympic Park’, London*

Key denotes the following;
* Arup projects involving some or all of these services. 
Infrastructure, engineering, acoustic and theatre 
consultation, landscape architecture. 
# Kim Baber as previous project architect at Donovan Hill. 
^ Monique Baber as previous procurement manager for 
Queensland State Government. 
~Julian Raxworthy previous projects as landscape architect. 

www.arup.com

Centre Pompidou Metz, France

Client
Communauté d’Agglomération de 
Metz Métropole

Key collaborators
Shigeru Ban Architects, Jean de 
Gastines Architects, Philip 
Gumuchdjian Architects

Key facts
5,020m² of gallery space beneath a 
striking curved timber roof 
Public areas, a creative studio 
for projections and performances, 
a 144 seat auditorium, a bookshop-
boutique, resource centre and 
a restaurant
A translucent polycarbonate facade 
veiling the main public space called 
the “Forum”

Key services provided
Structural, mechanical, electrical, 
public health engineering.

Comprising a unique form, the combination of the roof’s 
size, irregular geometry and the grid shell structure 
redefined the innovation for design using timber.
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The innovative roof structure comprises a free-form timber 
gridshell, constructed from doubly curved and twisted 
glue-laminated timber members.
Arup’s in-house form-finding software was used to develop the 
roof geometry, with the form derived from its relationship with 
the buildings beneath.
The interaction between steel, concrete, timber and tensile 
membrane structures is extremely unusual and complex. The 
successful design was achieved through a series of studies to test 
sensitivity and integrated structural modelling.
The intricacy of weaving the mechanical services into the 
limited available space inspired the team to use 3D modelling 
to design the main elements and ducts At the time this was very 
much a fledgling technology.

www.arup.com

The pavilion is designed as a continuous geometric ‘knot’, 
creating a looping ramp which serves as the backbone of the 
exhibition. At the centre of the knot is a pond with a statue of 
Hans Christian Andersen’s ‘Little Mermaid’. The architectural 
design requires a column-free exhibition space and the top level 
of the ‘knot’ is cantilevered dramatically from its main support, 
which created big challenges for Arup’s structural engineers. 

Working closely with the architect, we found a ‘hidden support’ 
– the overlapping sides of the upper and lower boxes – that 
provides a robust truss support to reduce the cantilever span of 
the pavilion without constraining the architectural intent. 

Buildings.co.uk

Client
BIG Architects

Project owner
Danish Enterprise and Construction 
Authority

Key services provided
Structural engineering  
(up to preliminary design stage)

Key facts
Site area of 3,000m2

Tourists can enjoy the Pavilion on 
bike 
Recyclable steel was used for the 
superstructure and steel tube piles 
for the foundation, as they can be 
easily extracted and reused after the 
Expo
A model for sustainable building, 
the perforated façade harnesses 
natural ventilation and light

The end result is a building that appears to float with 
minimum obstruction to the visitor’s movement at ground 
level and exhibition floor.

Denmark Pavilion, Shanghai World Expo 2010, China
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‘Queensland State Library’, Brisbane #

‘Denmark Pavilion’, Shanghai World Expo 2010, China*

‘Centre Pompidou Metz’, France*

www.arup.com

Kurilpa Bridge provides a pedestrian and cycle crossing over the 
Brisbane River in Queensland. The competition-winning design is  

construction.
Arup was entirely responsible for the engineering design of the 

sophisticated LED lighting scheme.
Kurilpa Bridge is a shining example of world class innovative design 
– a new icon for Brisbane that provides a key connection from the 

Kurilpa Bridge, Brisbane, Qld, Australia

Client
Baulderstone 
Key collaborators
Baulderstone 
Cox Rayner Architects
Key facts
Opened in October 2009

 
main span
This $63m bridge is the culmination 

partnership between Cox Rayner 

the Brisbane Convention and 

Key services provided
Structural engineering
Civil engineering

Lighting design 

Our engineers wanted the challenge of building something 

in building something that wasn’t a run-of-the-mill concrete 
bridge – it’s not just unique in appearance, it’s unique in  
design and engineering.
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Avery Fisher Hall ©Arup

Relevant Experience

Lincoln Center 
New York, New York

Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts is located on a 

and largest performing art centers in the world and 

Lincoln Center is home to 12 independent companies 
offering a wide variety of performing arts.

Masterplan Project
Architects: Cooper Robertson/Beyer Blinder Belle 
Arup is providing mechanical, electrical and plumbing 
engineering services for the massive renovation of its 
campus and for each of the major theater buildings. This 
is improving comfort conditions and providing additional 
electrical supply to bring the halls up to the current state 
of the art. We are also carrying out a strategic analysis of 
the provision of energy and other services to each of the 
buildings.

Public Spaces Redesign Project
 

The redesign of the public spaces is part of Lincoln 

and reconstruction of its existing facilities. In this context 
and after an extended public competition process Arup 
was appointed by Lincoln Center and by the architects 

code consulting for the expansion of the Juilliard School, 
and for the upgrade of Alice Tully Hall. 

Avery Fisher Hall Refurbishment Project
As part of the study conducted at the time of the Avery 
Fisher Hall competition, Arups created an auralization 

listened to in turn and the resulting “refurbishment” 
compared to Amsterdam Concertgebouw. One of the 

been successfully implemented each year for the “Mostly 
Mozart” festival since 2003.

Alice Tully Hall and Julliard School, New York ©Arup/Donna J Pallotta

Alice Tully Hall, New York ©Iwan Baan

‘Lincoln Centre’, New York*

‘Kurilpa Bridge’, Brisbane*

‘Santos Place’, Brisbane #

ASPECT - Melbourne A.C.N 060 751 733

Marlion House 33 Agnes Street, Jolimont, 3002

Tel (03) 9654 6277 Fax (03) 9654 6296

http
://w

ww.as
pec

t.ne
t.au

ASPECT - Sydney A.C.N 058 530 180

Ballarat House  68 -72 Wentworth Avenue, Surry Hills, 2010
 Tel (02) 9212 6400 Fax (02) 9212 5477

u r b a n  
d e s i g n

u r b a n  
d e s i g n

p r o j e c t  p r o f i l e

p r o j e c t  p r o f i l e ::

Selected from a 2 stage limited competition, originally entitled the “John
MockridgeFountain” after the prominent Melbourne modernist architect of
the same name, the Swanston Street North Waterfeature was produced
by Aspect in association with Sinatra Murphy & PL Consultants for the
City of Melbourne. The scheme was generated from Mockridge’s in
architectural form drawn from nature. The water feature is located at the
north end of the Swanston Street axis, from the Shrine of Remembrance,
in the quickly developing education precinct, that is chracterised by
some of Melbournes finest contemporary architecture. The design had to
deal with extremely tight constraints, including extreme environmental
conditions, an existing tramline & a heritage signal station.

The water feature comprises a series of water poles, abstracted from a
forest of natural forms.  The water display is interactive with the movements
of the city, as trees are interactive with the wind.  Whilst there will be a
continuous play of water, with tram or pedestrian movement, the fountain
display (through movement sensors and random selection) will increase
its density of performance with the city’s day and night time rythms.  This
water display will include fog/mist, flood, wet poles, falling into a fine
stainless steel grate, allowing permeable movement throughout. Light
displays will accentuate water displays and the vertical form of the
fountain. The paving mixes characteristic blustone detailing with a tracery
of naturalistic pattern, and overlain by a piazetta that bisects the site,
addressing the signal station and juxtaposing the linearity enforced by the
tramlines and Swanston Street axis.

S W A N S T O N  S T R E E T  N O R T H  W A T E R - F E A T U R E

‘Swanston St North Water Feature’, Melbourne ~

EXAMPLES OF PREVIOUS WORKS include built and 
unbuilt projects. As Baber Studio is an emerging practice, 
the above examples may include projects completed at 
previous architecture firms as denoted below. 

PAST PROJECTS  
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The Great Terrace occupies a ‘saddle’ between the arts centre 
and the expanded Riverside building, reached from the Bundall 
Road side by ramping topography that creates a transition or 
threshold to the big view of the towers at Cavil Avenue. A shared 
zone brings pedestrians and traffic through this gap and allows 
access and drop off to the Great Terrace.  On the other side of the 
ramp, the ground plane becomes an amphitheatre that also faces 
the view and the Artscape with the heart and a huge “sand pit” at 
its base on the water’s edge, acting as both a beach and a huge 
flexible surface that can be reshaped for art or performance as 
required. 

The Bundall Road part of the site is opened up through the 
relocation of car parking into a multistorey car park adjacent to the 
Great Terrace, and in its place labyrinthine water parterre provides 
an ornamental foreground for the cultural precinct, through which 
cars enter the site. Beyond it, the large ‘veil’ forms a cornice 
that unifies the building facades. The parterre is a canal, acting 
as potential flood remediation, but also a miniaturization of the 
adjacent suburban canals. It and fills and empties with the tides 
and becomes a living ever changing Artscape.

BLING AND BEYOND

This proposal for the Gold Coast Cultural Precinct provides a dazzling bejewelled complex, 
rich in ornamentation and experience, and a “Heart for the Gold Coast” re-orientating the 
site to address in both directions, to the coast and to the road, with a heart shaped lake at its 
centre.

A bridge brings pedestrians and bikes directly from the entertainment 
precincts to the site, stepping across islet “jewels” of fig tree shaded 
resting places that provide shelter for the route. The bridge arrives at 
“the pendant”, the last of the jewels, the iconic new art gallery on the 
edge of the heart. The art gallery comprises a great hall at its centre 
with a core on each corner to allow flexible subdivision and is enclosed 
by a ‘veil’, accommodating circulation and non-sensitive displays, while 
level 3 is day lit and houses children’s art and community spaces. The 
‘veil’ then becomes a ‘necklace’ canopy that links to the main cultural 
precinct and Living Arts Centre, a continuation and metamorphosis of 
the edge detail of the main building, snaking through existing trees, 
small beach coves and connecting to the Chevron Island Green Bridge 
on the North edge of the site. 

Where these routes meet the Living Arts Centre, ground and 
roof planes gather together and unify cultural facilities that are 
generally kept intact, renovated and expanded, including the old 
Octagonal dome of the admin building which is kept as a relic. 
The expanded Arts Centre has a new building that adjoins and 
extends the loading facilities, with new theatres and performance 
spaces added, all behind a large enclosing ‘veil’. The veil and 
roof together make a strong visual profile: a unified roof form 
that wraps the core facilities creating a linking membrane. The 
lightweight structure is an expansive perforated roof capable of 
spanning over the amphitheatre, with varying sized holes in the 
roof providing openings for festooning subtropical plants in the 
overhead roof garden to cascade through. 

NARRATIVE

BEHIND THE SPARKLE.........

Aerial Site View
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site plan  1:4000

Living Arts Centre
Great Terrace
Amphitheatre
Sculpture sandpits
Lake
New Arts Museum
Glass Dome - Info Hub
Function Centre
Multi Level Carpark
Chambers 
Sculpture Forest
Water Parterre Garden
Beach coves
Ferry stop
Green Bridge 
Green Bridge - future
Islets - future
Cavill Park - future

SITE CONTEXT
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String of jewels - Long term connection from Surfers Paradise to 
the precinct via green ‘islets’. Short term connection via ferry.

‘Cove beaches’ facing north provide a protected alternative to 
the open beaches, and are well shaded.

View of beach coves with New Arts Museum beyond
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Living Arts Centre
level 2  1:4000

Overall plan
level 1  1:2000

New Arts Museum
     1:4000

level 2

ground floor

level 3

1.

BUILDINGS AND ARTSCAPE

section a

north elevation

section b

overall roof plan  1:4000

b

a

11.

Living Arts Centre

Entry / Foyer
Main Theatre
Drama Theatre
Cinema
Performance / Function Venue
Black Box Theatre
Terrace
Bar / Tickets
Backstage / Dressing / Green rm
Loading / Workshop / Scenery
Rehearsal / Production

New Arts Museum

Entry / Foyer
Collection Galleries
Theatrette
Loading 
Storage (mezanine)
Production / Admin 
Great Hall
Community / Childrens’ Gallery
Display studio / Salon / Cafe

1.
2.
3.
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
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9. 
10.
11.
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View from amphitheatre across ‘Gold Coast Heart’ to New Arts Museum

View into amphitheatre towards Living Arts Centre

View accross Great Terrace to Living Arts Centre, beneath perforated roof

Community and Children’s Gallery  - Level 3 of New Arts MuseumApproach to New Arts Museum and future Green bridge to Surfers Paradise




